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First, a quick intro on why you should care about HVAC. Heating and cooling our region consumes more energy than any other end use. It’s bigger than lighting. It’s 20% of our electric load. And it’s 30% of the region’s potential in the 7PP. It’s tied with lighting. So it’s important to know what’s going on in this market and keep it at the forefront.January in Vegas. Biggest HVAC industry event in the country—all the manufacturers and many other market actors are all there. Best time to do interviews and learn about what’s new in the industry. Great, cost-effective use of our time to collect a lot of information in an inexpensive and quick way.
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And this is what it looks like in the lobby area. Crazy insane numbers of people. Mostly men. So we represented for the women in our industry.
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Spoke with 10 different organizations and had more in-depth conversations this year than in years past. Spent more time in the booths.Note that we didn’t verify the information with any additional data collection. 
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We caught a very good presentation by The Building Services Research and Information Association (BSRIA). Global Heating Trends (slide 60)Boilers are still dominating the heating markets globally but the trend towards wall hung and condensing units is acceleratingHeat pumps are set up for strong uptake in the next decade“Smart evolution and change in consumer attitudes will have a profound impact on the HVAC market”Global Cooling Trends (slide 41):Globally the AC market saw a downturn in 2016; mainly due to China. Only VRF are holding up. The US has fared well through the recession; with VRF doing well, but future success of Asian style products will depend on any trade barriers. Remainder of today’s overview will cover topics that we thought were big themes at the event. Organized by technology. Will talk about market trends in the U.S. for each.
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Growth in building automation market. Building automation and control systems market grew in North America in 2016, where as globally it fell (slide 7). Also seeing the % of BACS with data analytics or cloud capabilities growing steadily, with growth expected to continue to grow over the next 5 years (slide 14). It’s one of the fastest growing areas in HVAC. BSRIA says there is lots of potential for this with retrofits. Trane says their biggest growth area is with analysis—showcasing their “Trane Intelligent Services” at booth, which is a high-tech EMS. Even small manufacturers of baseboard heat selling advanced control systems.  Also seeing new players entering the buildings market that weren’t there before. Ex: Honda, Facebook, Amazon, Google, Apple, Nest, Samsung– all with “Smart Homes” product lines launched since 2013. (slide 18)In the building automation and controls area of the trade show floor, there were over 160 different companies (most of them small) with a booth. And most of the other OEMs on other parts of the trade show floor were also showcasing controls within their booths. So lots of market actors flooding the market. Uptake of smart homes, BACS integration with other building services, and Smart Connected HVAC solutions. Also discussion of “smart connected HVAC”. What is this? It’s a new trend, apparently mainly in the U.S.A. It’s where HVAC manufacturers are furnishing HVAC equipment at the factory with microprocessor-based, web-enabled controls that are accessed wirelessly on-site and from the Cloud. Has local control and remote analytics and predictive maintenance (slide 22). Less sophisticated than a full BACS, and mostly applicable to smaller buildings less than 5,000 square feet. (slide 23) Therea re ~15 big players in this space in America including Honeywell, Johnson Controls, Emerson, and UTC. America has double the players than any other market worldwide. Noticed that many of the new products showcased by the big manufacturers at AHR this year included integrated smart connected BAS. It’s definitely an area of big focus. Someone from Johnson Controls said that they are seeing fairly exponential growth, and that all analysts say this market is going to grow. Most of the products that the manufacturers were showcasing had integrated controls of some kind.
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VRF gaining market share – only technology in the entire HVAC market that experienced growth in market size in 2016. Now seeing the majority of leading HVAC suppliers include VRF solutions in their portfolios. Seeing double digit growth. Seeing trend towards larger systems with higher tonnage, and growth in multifamily. (slide 34)In the US the industry has gone from 5-12% in the last couple years (Manufacturer X)U.S. is 4th largest market in the world for VRF (BSRIA)In Europe its 40% of the whole HVAC market (Daikin)We want this in the USIt is starting to overtake the market (Daikin)Prices are dropping according to one big U.S. manufacturer, but others are less willing to reduce prices and stand behind their higher prices.One thing with all this growth in ductless, especially VRF, is that these systems use lots of refrigerant. Not only is there change and uncertainty happening with refrigerants right now in the market, but also what about the GWP that refrigerants have and the effect they have on the environment?That leads us to talk more about refrigerants…
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Relevant to all those ductless systems:OEMs are producing refrigerant:  Many of the exhibitors (specifically, Dakin, Chemours and Honeywell) had a section of their booths dedicated to refrigerants. More of a focus at AHR this year compared to 2016. Pending Regulation: With the upcoming regulations on refrigerants (specifically R-22 allowances), manufacturers have come up with a variety of solutions but are waiting to completely implement them based on what regulations will be passed down. What will replace R-22? Daikin envisions it’s R-32 as the product that will replace R-22. It has an open patent for that product, therefore they say its price is significantly lower than the competitions. One of Honeywell’s refrigerants, Genetron, will replace R-22 and R-40 refrigerants. Carrier says 410A will replace R-22. Chemours (Kem-Oars) says 410C and then 452B. Trane talked about 410A. Some are also talking about moving toward HFOs, which are flammable, currently more expensive, and some say toxic (rejected by Europeans). In Europe, they are using different, more natural refrigerants like CO2. No consistency in market: Overall, there is no unity when it comes to refrigerant replacement products but this is a topic that is getting spotlight from manufactures in preparation for those changes (as compared to last year’s AHR Expo). Question: What about encouraging the industry to move towards CO2 or other natural refrigerants that have lower GWP and GHGs and still get the job done efficiently, especially when paired with efficient DOAS? One large OEM said that from an efficiency perspective, the refrigerants can make it worse. Need a push from regulation to get better refrigerants in America.WHY THIS MATTERS: Though the refrigerant itself is not a big energy efficiency driver, it does impact the environment in the PNW.It also impacts what efficient technology is available. Manufacturers are tracking this to ensure refrigerant replacements are compatible with existing piping and mechanical configurations. (Note that when a refrigerant isn’t very compatible with a technology, like DHPs, the equipment overcompensates for the difference and loses some of its efficiency. 



Source: BSRIA 
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Buildings need ventilation just as much as heating and cooling. It’s essential. And especially important for commercial buildings, which need a lot of cooling. Most of our commercial HVAC load here in the PNW is from cooling. It’s important for residential too if you put in a ductless system and have a super tight house.More focus on DOAS - separate system that ventilates space that needs air turnover. Direct replacement for a RTU.Trane said that indoor air quality is the next horizon in ductless, and that healthy buildings with fresh air will be importantIf you look at how many commercial buildings out there with 5 ton RTUs that are over 15 years old and need to be replaced soon, it’s a huge market, even if a small portion replace their RTU with an HRV.These are complimentary especially to ductless systems because you don’t have the existing ductwork to use for ventilationDOAS work great for more temperate climates like the PNW. 70 degrees in the office, and 40 degrees outside the air will come back in at 68 degrees, so its very energy efficientSome people believe that when the building is tight enough, you don’t need the ductless system. You can just heat and cool using the ventilation system that captures the cool air from the night, and the recycled, filtered hot air from the exhaust. Super efficient! Where it gets really efficient is when you have heat recovery ventilation (HRV). This is a system that captures the heat out of building exhaust air, filters it, and puts the heat back inside the building. Very cool. BPA has an emerging tech pilot out right now testing these in some areas of the NW. 
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Trane spent a lot of time going out of their way to share with us their climate commitment. Note that this was just one manufacturer, but it was interesting and thought worthwhile to share.3 parts of commitment:50% reduction in direct GHG potential for all products by 2020 and incorporating products with lower GWP across the company’s portfolio by 2030$500M investment in product R&D over next 5 years to fund long-term reduction of GHG emissions35% reduction on GHG footprint of their own operations by 2020 (relation to NKAs)Looked beyond peer groups and beyond HVAC industry to develop this commitment. They did this because it makes them cutting edge, helps their business, and the environment. Creates a business advantage (like both “greens”). Helps with staff retention, too.They want to be the leaders in EE, they want EE to be cost-effective, and they said “if you’re not leading, you’re bleeding”EcoWise product line that is not only EE, but has lower GWP with the refrigerants
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